
Better than Paper enable 

publishers to rapidly 

create personalised 

digital magazines and 

newspapers across 

mobile, tablet and 

desktop - driving long 

term engagement and 

increasing revenue.

Instant publishing for you 
and your readers

Better than Paper’s publishing 
software allows you to create “live” 
apps and websites, that update 
automatically with the latest news, 
enabling readers to access content 
daily at a time that suits them. 

Our software formats every article to 
be the perfect size for mobile, tablet 
and website. This removes the need 
for heavy PDF downloads and delivers 
a much more engaging user 
experience.

DC Thomson are using Better than Paper's publishing solution to streamline the 

production process and reduce the need for costly bespoke development across  

mobile, tablet and web. I would recommend Better than Paper’s solution to publishers 

looking to rapidly roll-out digital titles cost-effectively across multiple digital platforms.

Kirsten Morrison, Head of Digital, DC Thomson
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Analytics - use analytics to increase dwell 
time and engagement

In-app purchases and subscription - securely 
integrate with your existing subscription 
paywalls and in-app purchase options

Better than Paper 

@betterthanpaper

Flexible editorial formats - experiment with 
editorial formats innovative and unique 
designs whilst rapidly converting print to 
digital formats

Personalisation and measurement to drive 
engagement 

With a strong focus on personalisation, Better than 
Paper’s apps and websites enable readers to 
personalise their feed, making content more 
relevant. 

Tracking measurement and insight, our platform 
captures what readers like and are interested in, 
enabling you to send tailored marketing messages to 
the right people. 

Empower newsrooms globally to publish 
breaking news in real-time

Our continuous publishing functionality unleashes 
true power and flexibility for publishers - as soon as 
new editorial content is produced, your publications 
update instantly.

Simply plug your news feed into our range of pre-
designed templates and upload your assets. This 
streamlines all your editorial process and saves time 
and costs on production and distribution processes. 

Contextual social media builds an active 
community

Our software searches social media channels for 
news and comment on any subject, these can be fed 
live into your apps and websites. This gives you more 
relevant content and the opportunity to build an 
active community around your content.

Artificial intelligence - unlock the value of 
existing, archived editorial with AI tools to 
surface relevant, personalised content in 
real-time

www.betterthanpaper.com
+44 (0)203 005 5343

Continuous publishing - empower news 

rooms to publish breaking news in real-

time across mobile, tablet and desktop

Monetise your content everyday - increase 
advertising inventory options around 
content

Increase profitability and margins -
streamline efficiencies of production 
processes 

Improve dwell time - build your community 
by combining fully personalised and 
localised content with contextual third 
party content

http://www.betterthanpaper.com/

